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Abstract 
Media and signal-processing applications in consumer electronics and telecom- 
munications are represented as a collection of cooperating sequential processes 
that communicate via streams of data Typical examples of such applications 
are MPEG2 encodlng and decoding Kahn Process Networks (KPN) is a popular 
model of computation to specify such streaming applications for implementation 
on embedded systems KPN constitutes a collection of sequential processes that 
communicate through unidirectional unbounded FIFOs These FIFOs buffer data 
streams between processes and facilitate parallel computation The major advan- 
tage of KPNs is that they explicitly specify (task-level) parallelism and communi- 
cation in an application, thereby making it very suitable for execution on multi- 
processor architectures KPNs are fully compositional and hence facilitate the 
reuse of application models, which is very essential for reducing time-to-market 
for new products - 4 
In a KPN model, processes communicate through unbounded unidirectional 
FIFOs When theoretically unbounded FIFOs are implemented using finite mem- 
ory, artificial deadlocks can occur due to one or more FIFOs having insufficient 
slzes Generally a system deslgner must be able to  make a design time trade-off 
between execution time and memory usage, preferably using no more memory 
than required for obtaining a certain execution time But it is practically im- 
poss~ble to decide a t  design t ~ m e ,  FIFO sizes that are suffic~ent to run the ap- 
plication without any artificial deadlocks for any Input stream Hence there 1s a 
need for a runtime mechanism to handle ar t~f ic~al  deadlock situations in process 
networks Existing mechanisms detect art~ficial deadlocks only after all KPN pro- 
cesses block This results In excessive blocklng of processes and an appllcatlon 
that appears to  "hang" In this thesis we present a mechanism for early detcc- 
t ~ o n  of artificial deadlock sltuatlons wlthout walting for all processes in the KPN 
to block Further, we present implementations of our early deadlock detection 
mechanism on two appl~catlon domain specific architectures, viz CAKE (Conl- 
puter Architecture for Klller Experience) and ECLIPSE (Extended CPU Local 
Irregular Processing ArchltecturE) Simulation results for the CAKE implcrncn- 
tation show that the early mechan~sm significantly reduces the tlme a procbcss 
spends waiting in the blocked state and improves execution time bv 27% cSom- 
pared to emsting methods for detecting art~ficial deadlocks Experimclntal results 
show that the early mechanism correctly detects and resolves art~fici~tl dcatjllocks 
in ECLIPSE leading to complete execut~on on KPNs 
